Many text classification tasks are domain-dependent, and various domain adaptation approaches have been proposed to predict unlabeled data in a new domain. Domain-adversarial neural networks (DANN) and their variants have been used widely recently and have achieved promising results for this problem. However, most of these approaches assume that the label proportions of the source and target domains are similar, which rarely holds in most real-world scenarios. Sometimes the label shift can be large and the DANN fails to learn domain-invariant features. In this study, we focus on unsupervised domain adaptation of text classification with label shift and introduce a domain adversarial network with label proportions estimation (DAN-LPE) framework. The DAN-LPE simultaneously trains a domain adversarial net and processes label proportions estimation by the confusion of the source domain and the predictions of the target domain. Experiments show the DAN-LPE achieves a good estimate of the target label distributions and reduces the label shift to improve the classification performance.
Introduction
Text classification is one of the most important tasks in natural language processing (NLP). However, many text data sets are unlabelled. Moreover, text data is always domain-dependent and it is difficult to obtain annotated data for all the domains of interest. To handle this, researchers use domain adaptation techniques for text classification. For example, [1] first applied structural correspondence learning (SCL) [2] to cross-domain sentiment classification. In [3] spectral feature alignment (SFA) was proposed to reduce the gap between domain-specific words of the domains. The study [4] modeled the cross-domain classification task as an embedding learning.
The changes in the label distribution are known as prior probability shift or label shift which prohibit the DANN from learning domain-invariant features [11] . To estimate the label shift, [12] proposed an EM algorithm to obtain the new a priori probabilities by maximizing the likelihood of the new data. This approach has been successfully applied in [13] . In the study of [14] the kernel mean matching (KMM) method was demonstrated to correct the shift. [15] further developed the KMM algorithm for continuous target shift adaptation. A recent attempt to quantify the shift is the Black Box Shift Estimation (BBSE) [16, 17] , a moment-matching approach using confusion matrices which achieves accurate estimates on high-dimensional datasets. However, these approaches are under an anticausal hypothesis in which the labels cause the features [18] .
In this paper, we implement a domain adversarial network framework with label proportions estimation (DAN-LPE) which learns domain-invariant features and estimates the target label proportions. The proportion estimation only uses the confusion and target label predictions as inputs. To reduce the label shift , we apply the similar trick in [19] by re-weighting the sample in the domain classifier based on the estimated label distribution. In the experiments on two data sets (Yelp dataset, behavioral coding of psychotherapy conversations), we compare DAN-LPE with other algorithms in terms of the label distribution estimates and classification performance and show that it leads in most of the tasks.
Problem Setup
Let P and Q be the source and target domains defined on X × Y and f be any text classifier. We use x ∈ X = R d and y ∈ Y = {1, 2, ..., L} to denote the feature and label variables. The output of the classifier is denoted byŷ = f (x). We use p and q to indicate the probability density functions of P and Q, respectively. The source and target datasets are represented by
We split D P into the training set D Pt and validation set D Pv . The prior distributions of P and Q are given by α l = p(y = l) and β l = q(y = l). Fig. 1 shows the DANN structure consisting of a feature extractor F , a text classifier C and a domain classifier D. We expect the feature extractor to capture the features satisfying p(x|y) = q(x|y) with the help of D which makes the feature distributions between source and target domains indistinguishable by back-propagation with gradient reversal. However, the performance of D would be declined if the prior distributions between P and Q differ a lot. To handle this, we implement a prior distribution estimator above the red box in Fig. 1 to estimate the target label proportions and correct the label shift by re-weighting the samples feeding into the D based on the varying estimated proportions. The prior distribution estimator takes the confusion of D Pt and the label predictions of D Q as inputs. 
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Moments and Matrices Definition
We first define the training set
The moments, matrices of p and q and denoted as follows
We also present the plug-in estimates using the samples from D P T and D Q
The proof of Proposition 1 is demonstrated in the Appendix using the Law of Large Numbers(LLN).
We cannot obtainQ ij andQ j i because Q is an unlabeled domain. However, the distribution of the label predictions of Q is accessible.
We can get the estimate of q(ŷ = j) bŷ
By Proposition 1 we can also conclude thatq(ŷ = j) a.s.
− − → q(ŷ = j).
Label Proportions Estimation
The crucial component of the DAN-LPE is the way of updating label proportion estimates. We define a random vector γ = [γ 1 , γ 2 , ..., γ L ] T to be the estimator of β. Once the perfect domain-invariant features are learnt such that p(x|y) = q(x|y), which implies P j i = Q j i , and the target label proportions are accurately estimated that γ = β, in this condition, the equality
holds for every j. So we proposed the following loss function
Replacing with the plug-in estimates we get
We set J γ = 0, which implies i γ i P j i = q(ŷ = j), ∀j, and we get that
Then we conclude the following implication Theorem 1 Assume p(x|y) = q(x|y) andP is an invertible matrix, then J γ ≥ 0 is a convex function of γ and the equality is satisfied when γ = β.
By computing the gradient we derive that
We modify the equation in a similar way as previous and relate γ only to the observable data
The proposed prior γ is updated by gradient descent using Equation (5) . However, since γ is constrained by i γ i = 1, we apply the projected gradient descent instead
Where λ L is the learning rate of updating γ. To avoid the existence of the negative proportion estimate, we also set a lower bound that γ i ≥ 0.001. Once γ i < 0.001, we have
We define J C and J D as the loss functions of C and D. To eliminate the prior shift, we re-weight the samples from P in D based on their labels. Let w i = γĩ αi , whereα i is the prior distribution of D P T . For a mini-batch of size B, the instances from P and Q are B P = {(µ 1 , ν 1 ), ..., (µ B/2 , ν B/2 )} and B Q = {(µ 1 , ν 1 ), ..., (µ B/2 , ν B/2 )}, the sample weight vector of B P is w T = [w 1 , w 2 , ..., w B/2 ]. And we compute J D by
Where c(·) presents the cross-entropy loss. By this new loss function, the samples from the same class in the source and target domain have closer contributions in D, which helps the domain adapter to suffer less from the label shift.
Algorithm 1 Domain Adversarial Network with Label Proportion Estimation 1:
Step 1: if t > T 0 and t mod k = 0 then 10:
Predict the labels of D P T and D Q .
11:
for j = 1 to m do 12: Update γ by Equation (5)-(7) 13:
14:
Step 2: 15: Perform DANN with fixed γ and modified loss function of D in Equation (8) The complete pseudo-code of this learning procedure is given in Algorithm 1. In the first step it trains a domain adversarial network and processes label proportion estimation alternately to get an estimate of the target prior distribution. During this procedure, we are achieving a more and more accurate estimate of the target label proportions, the label shift effect is being reduced by re-weighting the samples in D and better domain-invariant features are learnt. Since the label shift still matters a lot in early epochs, we need a second step to perform general DANN with the fixed γ achieved in the first step and the modified loss function J D in (6) .
The hyper-parameters of step 1 in algorithm 1 are quite flexible. The number of iterations T is deemed adequate when the validation loss does not increase measurably. The role of T 0 is to guarantee that we update γ when a decent model is trained. We update γ every k iterations so it reduces the times to predict D P T and D Q and accelerates the process. Parameter λ L and m controls how fast and smoothly γ changes. The DAN-LPE is not very sensitive to these hyper-parameters. When γ is fixed as the prior distribution of D P T , step 1 of Algorithm 1 is equivalent to the basic DANN.
Experiments
In this section, we perform the experiments on two different data sets and show the classification results of different models. We also present the label distribution estimates and compare it with the BBSE outcomes.
Experiments on Yelp Data
The Yelp Open Dataset [20] includes 192,609 businesses and 6,685,900 reviews of more than 20 categories. In each review a user expresses opinions about a business and gives a rating ranging from 1 to 5. We compute the average review ratings z i of each business and label the business with
The business with 3.4 ≤ z i ≤ 3.6 are filtered out to make the gap. We select the data of Financial Services(F), Hotel&Travel(H), Beauty&Spas(B) and Pets(P) for the tasks. Their label distributions vary as shown in Fig. 2a . We sample 2800 businesses for each domain preserving the label proportions and predict the class using their reviews. Among the samples of each domain, 10% of them are split into the validation set.
We extract the features for each business using the following steps: 1) remove punctuations and the stop words from Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [21] ; 2) apply stemming using Porter algorithm implemented in NLTK;
3) negate words between the negation and the following punctuation [22] ; 4) find 500 words by the intersection of exact 837 most common words of each domain and form the bag of words representation for each review by the occurrence of these tokens; 5) compute the averaging the vectors of its reviews to get the feature vector of this business.
In the DAN-LPE setting we implement a standard neural network with 2 hidden layers of 32 dimensions. D takes the output of the first layer as the input and another hidden layer of the same size. Dropout of p = 0.6 is set for all the hidden layers. We compare DAN-LPE with SVM, DNN and DANN. DNN is constructed by F + C and DANN by F + C + D. For DNN, DANN and DAN-LPE, the learning rate is fixed as 10 −4 and the size of mini-batch is 64. For optimization, the Adam [23] optimizer was applied following an early stopping strategy. In the first step of DAN-LPE, we set λ D = 0.05, λ L = 0.01, T = 8000, T 0 = 2000 and m = k = 5.
To evaluate the label proportions estimation, we defineγ dl to be the estimate using DAN-LPE,γ b to be the estimate using BBSE andα andβ be the label proportions of samples in the source and target dataset. The results are measured by the Euclidean distance between the estimate and the actually label proportions of the target set.
The results are shown in Table 1 . We found the DAN-LPE has a overall more accurate label proportions estimate than BBSE. In the first eight tasksα andβ differ a lot and the DANN does not show much improvement over DNN. In some tasks it even degrades the classification performance. In these experiments, the DAN-LPE shows a significant gain because the label proportions estimateγ reduces the label shift. In the last four tasks the label proportions between the source and target domains are close and DANN gets the best accuracy in three of them. However, the DAN-LPE algorithm performs comparably with DANN in these tasks since is does not degrade in estimating β. It is worth mentioning that given accurate label shift estimates, we can also improve the classification accuracy by the prior probability adjustment [12] , re-weighting the class importance in C. Here we focus on the behavior in the domain adapter and will not further discuss this aspect in this paper. 
Experiments on Behavioral Coding Data from Psychotherapy Conversations
The other text classification application considered is automated behavioral coding in the context of psychotherapy; specifically we consider data from Motivational Interviewing (MI) [24] counseling sessions. The utterances of therapist therein are coded to evaluate a therapist based on the Motivational Interviewing Skill Code (MISC) [25] manual. Some of these MISC codes inherently overlap with each other in their construction, and training classifiers for these confusable codes can help improve the behavioral coding performance [26] . In this experiment we classify the utterances of Giving Information (GI), simple reflection (RES) and complex reflection(REC) collected from MI sessions of alcohol addiction Fig. 2b .
The modules C and D in the DAN-LPE structure are similar to the one in the Yelp experiment with dimension of 128 in hidden layers and dropout rate p = 0.4. We replace F of the yelp experiment with a word embedding layer, followed by a bidirectional LSTM layer and an attention mechanism implemented as in [28] above the LSTM. As shown in Fig. 2b , the data are highly imbalanced so we evaluate the performance by the average F1 score. In module C of both step 1 and step 2 of the algorithm 1, we assign weights for each class inversely proportional to their class frequencies to make the algorithm more robust as well as for improving the F-score.
The results in Table 2 show that the DAN-LPE wins BBSE and reduce the label shift in all the tasks and achieves the overall best classification performance. It gains the highest F-score in most tasks except in the last one when the estimated proportions do not decrease the label shift much. The DANN only has a comparable F-score compared with DNN and even degrades for some tasks. The DNN results suggest that we find the behavioral coding task is harder than the yelp experiment because the number of classes is larger and the behavior codes are human defined and not uncorrelated. However, DAN-LPE shows its robustness and still gives reasonable proportion estimate of the data in unlabelled domain. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed the DAN-LPE framework to handle the label shift in DANN for unsupervised domain adaptation of text classification. In DAN-LPE we estimate the target label distribution and learn the domain-invariant features simultaneously. We derived the formula to update the label proportions estimate using the confusion and target label predictions and re-weighted the samples in the domain classifier to learn better domain-invariant features. Experiments shows that the DAN-LPE gives much better estimate than the BBSE and evidently reduces the label shift. When the DANN does not gain much from the domain adapter under large shift, the DAN-LPE structure successfully corrects the shift and achieves better performance. In the future, we plan to apply the DAN-LPE to other tasks such as image classification.
B Proof of Theorem 1 (See page 4)
Under the assumption that p(x|y) = q(x|y) and P j i = Q j i the Equation (1) can be modified as
Obviously, J γ ≥ 0 and the equality is satisfied when γ = β. Letq = [q(ŷ = 1), q(ŷ = 1), ..., q(ŷ = L)] T , the Equation (1) can also be expressed as
The Hessian matrix of J γ is 2P TP , which is a positive semidefinite matrix. Thus we conclude that J γ is convex.
